Online links to video and audio recordings of scenes from the opera, “Dialogues of the Carmelites,” are included below. Please use these resources to help your students prepare for what they will see performed, as well as allow them to see different musical and artistic interpretations of this opera. Referencing the plot summary, students should try to identify what part of the opera each scene is from, and what events are taking place within these recordings.

- **Scene with Constance and Blanche from Act 1:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7zMgU2GHg](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7zMgU2GHg) (Met Opera production, Maria Ewing and Betsy Norden)

- **Madame de Croissy's Death Scene:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhXqEj5uRiU&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhXqEj5uRiU&feature=related) (Met Broadcast of 1987, Regine Crespin, Maria Ewing, Florence Quivar)

- **Madame Lidoine's Aria in prison:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRpaFRNcXRo&NR=1](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRpaFRNcXRo&NR=1) (Met Opera Production 1987, Jessye Norman)

- **Scene with Blanche and her brother, the Chevalier:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxuoT3c8_mg](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxuoT3c8_mg) (Met Opera 1987, Maria Ewing, David Kuebler)

- **Scene with Blanche and Mother Marie from Act 3:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHWXxAJ0y4c&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHWXxAJ0y4c&feature=related) (Met Opera 1987, Maria Ewing, Florence Quivar)

- **Final Scene from Met Production 1987:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcUXp-fpiD0](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcUXp-fpiD0)

- **Final Scene from L'Opéra du Rhin production, 1999:**
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=od4m5IN1HOo&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=od4m5IN1HOo&feature=related)